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ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: High-resolution 3T MR imaging can visualize intracranial atherosclerotic plaque. However, histologic
validation is still lacking. This study aimed to evaluate the ability of 3T MR imaging to identify and quantitatively assess intracranial
atherosclerotic plaque components ex vivo with histologic validation.

MATERIALS AND METHODS: Fifty-three intracranial arterial specimens with atherosclerotic plaques from 20 cadavers were imaged by 3T
MR imaging with T1, T2, and proton-density-weighted FSE and STIR sequences. The signal characteristics and areas of fibrous cap, lipid core,
calcification, fibrous tissue, and healthy vessel wall were recorded on MR images and compared with histology. Fibrous cap thickness and
maximum wall thickness were also quantified. The percentage of areas of the main plaque components, the ratio of fibrous cap thickness
to maximum wall thickness, and plaque burden were calculated and compared.

RESULTS: The signal intensity of the lipid core was significantly lower than that of the fibrous cap on T2-weighted, proton-density, and
STIR sequences (P � .01) and was comparable on T1-weighted sequences (P � 1.00). Optimal contrast between the lipid core and fibrous cap
was found on T2-weighted images. Plaque component mean percentages were comparable between MR imaging and histology: fibrous
component (81.86% � 10.59% versus 81.87% � 11.59%, P � .999), lipid core (19.51% � 10.76% versus 19.86% � 11.56%, P � .863), and fibrous
cap (31.10% � 11.28% versus 30.83% � 8.51%, P � .463). However, MR imaging overestimated mean calcification (9.68% � 5.21% versus
8.83% � 5.67%, P � .030) and plaque burden (65.18% � 9.01% versus 52.71% � 14.58%, P � .001).

CONCLUSIONS: Ex vivo 3T MR imaging can accurately identify and quantitatively assess intracranial atherosclerotic plaque components,
providing a direct reference for in vivo intracranial plaque imaging.

ABBREVIATIONS: ICC � intraclass correlation coefficient; PD � proton-density

Intracranial atherosclerotic disease is one of the most common

causes of stroke.1 It has a high prevalence in the Asian popula-

tion2 with a high recurrence rate.3 Due to its high morbidity and

mortality, early diagnosis and prognostic evaluation are particu-

larly important. High-resolution vessel wall MR imaging is a

promising noninvasive method to evaluate intracranial plaque in

vivo, with excellent soft-tissue contrast.4 In recent years, a few

studies have attempted to characterize intracranial atherosclerotic

plaque composition by in vivo MR imaging.5-9 Intracranial

plaque imaging with MR imaging has identified high-risk plaque

correlated with infarct territory and plaque associated with stroke

recurrence.10-13 However, these studies have mostly focused on

plaque enhancement to ascertain plaque risk. Moreover, the de-

termination of plaque composition in other studies has been

based on the MR imaging characteristics of extracranial carotid

plaque, while direct histologic validation of in vivo MR imaging of
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intracranial plaque is still lacking, except for 1 individual case

study.14

Ex vivo MR imaging of intracranial atherosclerotic plaque

specimens provides a way to understand intracranial plaque. A

few studies have reported ex vivo MR imaging characteristics of

intracranial plaque with 7T research scanners.15-17 However,

these results cannot be transferred to 3T for the clinical evaluation

of intracranial arterial disease because the MR relaxometry is dif-

ferent at 3T and 7T. Very few studies have reported intracranial

plaque characteristics at 3T, the highest field strength that is clin-

ically relevant.14,18 Thus, there is an urgent need to investigate

whether clinical 3T scanners provide sufficient contrast for the

evaluation of intracranial plaque composition. In addition, most

of these 7T studies focused on the qualitative classification of

plaque components and lacked quantitative assessment of high-

risk plaque features, including the lipid core area, fibrous cap

thickness, and plaque burden, all of which play an important role

in atherosclerotic plaque progression and rupture.19,20

The purpose of this study was to report the signal characteris-

tics of plaque components on multicontrast MR imaging at 3T

and evaluate the ability of MR imaging to quantify plaque com-

ponents with histologic validation.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Study Population
The study was approved by our hospital ethics committee, and

informed consent was obtained from the patients’ relatives. Pa-

tients 45 years of age or older who underwent a postmortem ex-

amination in our hospital (Changhai Hospital) from January

2013 to June 2015 were recruited for the study. Among 120 cadav-

ers, 20 with possible atherosclerotic specimens of the circle of

Willis were selected on the basis of macroscopic examination by a

pathologist during the postmortem examination. The time be-

tween death and the postmortem examination was �1 month;

however, the exact time window was unknown due to the limita-

tions of our local ethics committee. The same specimens were

evaluated in a previous study18; however, the current study ad-

dresses distinctly different research questions, specifically per-

forming a quantitative analysis of the identification of plaque

components on multicontrast imaging. The demographics of the

cadavers were reported in the previous publication.18 All speci-

mens were rinsed carefully with saline to remove blood clots. The

same pathologist excised possible atherosclerotic arteries accord-

ing to gross morphologic changes. All excised arteries were then

stored at 4°C. The time between the postmortem examination

and imaging was �24 hours. Photographs of gross specimens of

the circle of Willis are shown in On-line Fig 1.

MR Imaging Protocol
MR imaging was undertaken in a 3T whole-body system (Magne-

tom Skyra; Siemens, Erlangen, Germany) with a loop coil (4 cm in

diameter). Before imaging, arteries were embedded in Fomblin

(Solvey Solexis, Milan, Italy), which is a fluorinated fluid with no

MR signal. Careful flushing of the lumen and outer surfaces of

specimens was performed to ensure that gas bubbles were re-

moved. The experimental setup is shown in On-line Fig 2. Multi-

ple imaging sequences, including T1, T2, and proton-density

(PD) weighted FSE and STIR were acquired perpendicular to the

longitudinal axis of the arterial segments. The scanning parame-

ters were identical to those in a previous study.18

Histology
The specimens were fixed for 24 hours in formal saline (10%

formalin in 0.9% sodium chloride) following imaging. After de-

calcification, samples were cut into sections between 4 and 5 mm

in length and numbered to assist the coregistration. Each section

was then sliced at a 5-�m thickness with an interval of 0.5 mm.

Specimens were stained with hematoxylin-eosin and Masson

trichrome to visualize arterial architecture, including atheroscle-

rotic components. The histology sections were digitized with a

digital microscope at 20� magnification (BX53 microscope;

Olympus, Tokyo, Japan).

Five experienced radiologists were involved in the image anal-

ysis: coregistration of MR imaging and histology (Y.J.), measure-

ment of signal intensities (B.T.), classification of plaque compo-

nents (W.P.), and measurement and quantification of plaque

component area/thickness (Q.L. and X.W.).

Image Coregistration
An experienced radiologist (Y.J.) matched the MR imaging sec-

tions and histologic sections carefully according to location. The

gross morphologic features, such as vessel size and shape, plaque

configuration, and specific plaque components (eg, calcification),

were considered during the coregistration.

Image Analysis
Image analysis was performed in 2 steps. First, the signal intensity

of plaque components on MR images was quantified with histol-

ogy as a reference for plaque component categorization. Second,

images containing advanced lesion types were selected for plaque

component area quantification.

Analysis of Signal Intensities of Plaque Components
One experienced pathologist identified and segmented the main

components of the plaque in every matched histologic section,

including intraplaque hemorrhage, fibrous cap, lipid core, calci-

fication, fibrous tissue (ie, smooth-muscle cell and dense collagen

not including fibrous cap or healthy vessel wall), and healthy ves-

sel wall according to the American Heart Association classifica-

tion,21 as well as judging the lesion types—types I–II: initial lesion

with foam cells or fatty streaks with multiple foam cell layers; type

III: atheroma with extracellular lipid pools; types IV–V: plaque

with a fibrous cap and lipid core; type VI: complex plaque with a

surface defect, hemorrhage, or thrombus; type VII: calcified

plaque; and type VIII: fibrotic plaque without a lipid core.22 Ac-

cording to the histologic results, a radiologist (B.T.) segmented

plaque components on corresponding T2-weighted images with

CMRtools (Cardiovascular Imaging Solutions, London, UK), and

the contours on T2-weighted images were copied to the same

anatomic sections of other MR images. This process allowed

quantification of the signal intensity of plaque components. Be-

cause only a single segment of the vessel was imaged in our study,

the signal of the healthy vessel wall that did not include any ath-

eroma (mostly media) was used as a reference. A second radiolo-
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gist (W.P.), blinded to histology results, identified the main

plaque components on the basis of a criterion developed in prior

histology–MR imaging comparative analysis (Table 1).

Quantification of Plaque Component Area
Sections containing advanced lesion types (types IV–VII) were

included in the area analysis. Histologic sections were segmented

and measured with ImageJ software (Version 1.47; National In-

stitutes of Health, Bethesda, Maryland) by a pathologist blinded

to MR imaging results. The lumen, vessel wall, and each plaque

component were contoured, and the areas were recorded. We

calculated the following metrics: vessel wall area (Vessel Wall

Area � Total Vessel Area � Lumen Area); fibrous component

area (ie, smooth-muscle cells and dense collagen including the

fibrous cap and healthy wall) (Fibrous Component Area � Vessel

Wall Area � Other Component Area); the percentage of the area

of each major plaque component (% Plaque Component � Spe-

cific Component Area / Vessel Wall Area � 100%); and plaque

burden (Plaque Burden � Vessel Wall Area / Total Vessel Area �

100%).23 Both the fibrous cap thickness and the maximum wall

thickness were also measured on sections containing a lipid core.

Because of shrinkage during histologic processing,24 the percent-

age of the plaque component area/thickness in addition to abso-

lute area/thickness was used for histology-imaging comparison.

Two radiologists (Q.L. and X.W.) segmented the components on

MR imaging and measured the area/thickness blinded to histol-

ogy results. One of the radiologists (X.W.) repeated the measure-

ments 1 month later.

Statistics
Statistical analysis was performed in SPSS (Version 21.0; IBM,

Armonk, New York). Normality assumptions were assessed by

using a Shapiro-Wilk test. Categoric data were presented as

counts, and continuous variables were presented as mean � SD or

median (interquartile range). Considering that multiple measure-

ments were obtained from each subject, a linear mixed-effects

model was used to assess the differences among the signal inten-

sities of different components and the differences between histol-

ogy measurements and MR imaging measurements. The Cohen �

with 95% CIs was used to estimate the agreement of plaque com-

ponent identification on MR imaging compared with histology.

To evaluate the agreement of measurements between MR imaging

and histology and intraobserver/interobserver reproducibility of

MR imaging measurements, we calculated the intraclass correla-

tion coefficient (ICC) with 95% CIs. A P value � .05 was consid-

ered significant. All P values were 2-sided.

RESULTS
Fifty-three intracranial arterial sections (1�7 arterial sections

from each specimen) from 20 subjects with atherosclerotic

plaques were excised; 207 sections with matched MR imaging and

histology were included in the analysis.

The details of specimens and plaque

types were reported in the previous

publication.18

Signal Intensity Characteristics
Representative multicontrast MR im-

ages of the specimens and their corresponding histologic sections

are shown in Figs 1 and 2. MR imaging characteristics of the main

plaque components are shown in Table 1. Signal intensities of

plaque components on multiple MR images are summarized in

On-line Table 1. Overall, there were significant differences among

signal intensities of different plaque components on multiple se-

quences (P � .05). The best contrast between lipid core and fi-

brous cap assessment was achieved with T2-weighted images.

Post hoc pair-wise tests showed that the signal intensity of the

lipid core was significantly lower than that of the fibrous cap on

T2-weighted, PD, and STIR sequences (P � .01) and was not

significantly different on T1-weighted imaging (P � 1.00). The

signal intensities of the fibrous cap, fibrous tissue, and healthy

wall were similar on all sequences (P � .05). Lipid core and

healthy wall had similar signal intensities on all sequences. Calci-

fication showed the lowest signal intensity on T2-weighted, PD,

and T1-weighted sequences (P � .001). Pair-wise test results of

the signal intensity of each 2 components are provided in On-line

Table 2.

Utility of MR Imaging for Plaque Component
Characterization
The sensitivity and specificity were 90.53% and 69.64% for

identifying fibrous cap and lipid core and 83.33% and 100%

for calcification on a combination of weightings. Cohen � val-

ues were 0.59 for the fibrous cap and lipid core and 0.90 for

calcification.

Quantitative Analysis
Only sections containing �2 components (types IV–V or VII)

were selected for quantitative analysis. Fifty-seven sections were

used for further analysis (Figs 1 and 2). The agreement between

manual measurements performed on MR images and histology

sections is shown in On-line Table 3. The absolute values were

larger on MR imaging compared with histology, likely due to the

shrinkage of the specimen during the histologic processing.

Good-to-excellent correlation was observed (r � 0.72– 0.93,

ICC � 0.69 – 0.85), but fibrous cap thickness measurements had

only a moderate correlation (r � 0.50, ICC � 0.46). Table 2 shows

the comparison between MR imaging and histology for the per-

centages of areas and thicknesses. Generally, there was good-to-

excellent agreement (r � 0.86 – 0.93, ICC � 0.77– 0.93), except

that the agreement of the percentage of the fibrous cap was mod-

erate (r � 0.44, ICC � 0.42). The percentages of plaque compo-

nent areas and thicknesses were comparable between MR imaging

and histology, but MR imaging significantly overestimated calci-

fication (9.68% � 5.21% versus 8.83% � 5.67%, P � .030) and

plaque burden (65.18% � 9.01% versus 52.71% � 14.58%, P �

.001).

Table 1: The criteria for plaque component identification by multicontrast MRI
Lipid Core Fibrous Cap Calcification

T1 Isointense/hyperintense Isointense Hypointense
T2 Isointense/hypointense Isointense/hyperintense Hypointense
PD Isointense/hypointense Isointense/hyperintense Hypointense
STIR Hypointense Hyperintense Hypointense
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Reproducibility of Quantitative MR Imaging
Measurements
Both intraobserver and interobserver reproducibility were good

to excellent for the percentage of plaque component areas and

thicknesses as well as plaque burden (ICC � 0.779 – 0.985). De-

tailed measurements and analysis are shown in On-line Tables 4

and 5.

DISCUSSION
To our knowledge, this is the first study to assess intracranial

atherosclerotic plaque characteristics quantitatively with 3T MR

imaging with histologic validation. Our results confirm that 3T

high-resolution multicontrast MR imaging can provide sufficient

contrast to discriminate and quantitatively assess intracranial ath-

erosclerotic plaque components ex vivo; this discrimination pro-

vides a reference for in vivo intracranial plaque imaging.

The ability of multicontrast MR imaging to ascertain the com-

position of extracranial carotid plaque has been extensively stud-

ied and validated against histology, with several of these plaque

features correlated to increased risk of stroke.25 Histologic valida-

tion of intracranial plaque imaging,

however, is still very limited, mostly due

to the challenge of collecting postmor-

tem specimens. Only a few histology val-

idation studies have been undertaken at

7T.15-17 The scan parameters of multi-

contrast MR imaging in this study were

close to those in standard protocols used

in clinical in vivo studies at 3T, except

that this study used higher resolution

settings.9,26 Therefore, the criteria estab-

lished in this study (Table 1) could be

used when assessing images obtained in

vivo.

Prior studies have demonstrated that

intracranial plaque burden, lipid core

area, and fibrous cap thickness are

closely related to plaque vulnerabil-

ity.9,20,27 Teng et al9 found that culprit

lesions (ie, lesions in patients with clini-

cal symptoms arising on the side refer-

able to the location of an ischemic stroke

on neuroimaging) had greater plaque

burden compared with nonculprit le-

sions in the MCA. In a postmortem

study of MCA atherosclerosis, plaques

containing �40% lipid area were more

often associated with cerebral infarct.27

We found that our ex vivo high-resolu-

tion protocol can reliably quantify lipid

core area but overestimated overall

plaque burden. This finding may be at-

tributed to tissue shrinkage and distor-

tion during histologic processing, which

are difficult to account for in our analy-

sis.24 Moreover, the accuracy in charac-

terizing fibrous cap thickness was mar-

ginal. This finding may be attributed to

the thin fibrous cap seen in most intracranial atherosclerotic

plaques, which differs from that in carotid atherosclerotic disease.

Therefore, it would be more challenging for in vivo imaging pro-

tocols (typically with a resolution of 0.4 � 0.4 � 2 mm3 for 2D

imaging)28 to visualize a thin fibrous cap.

Calcification area was slightly overestimated by MR imaging;

this overestimation was similar to previous findings from an in

vivo MR imaging study of carotid plaque.23 This is because due to

partial volume averaging, voxels that only partially contain calci-

fication can appear hypointense on MR imaging. In general, due

to the short T2 and T2* of calcium, it is challenging for MR im-

aging to depict calcifications. Also, histology could possibly un-

derestimate the amount of calcification because specimen pro-

cessing included decalcification before tissue sectioning.

It has been shown that intraplaque hemorrhage is a high-risk

feature in the carotid plaque.29 However, intraplaque hemor-

rhage was not present in any of the lesions in this study. The

reason could be that plaques obtained in this study were mostly

asymptomatic and stable. However, it is also possible that the

FIG 1. A basilar artery plaque with a thick fibrous cap and a large lipid core (type IV–V) was
identified on multicontrast MR imaging and matched histology (20� magnification). Contours
have been drawn for the lumen (red), vessel wall (green), and lipid core (yellow) on a T2-weighted
image and hematoxylin-eosin-stained section. The lumen, total vessel, and lipid core areas were
4.34, 13.43, and 2.35 mm2 and 4.66, 10.60, and 1.42 mm2 for MR imaging and histology. The vessel
wall areas calculated by total vessel area minus lumen area were 9.09 and 6.00 mm2. The fibrous
component areas calculated by vessel wall area minus lipid core area were 6.70 and 4.56 mm2. The
percentages of plaque components (Specific Component Area / Vessel Wall Area � 100%) were
25.85% versus 23.63% for the lipid core and 74.15% versus 76.37% for fibrous tissue. Plaque burden
(Vessel Wall Area / Total Vessel Area � 100%) was 67.68% versus 56.24%.
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mechanism of stroke caused by intracranial arterial plaque is dif-

ferent from that in carotid plaques because it has been reported

that there is a lower incidence of intraplaque hemorrhage in in-

tracranial plaques.8

Multicontrast MR imaging has been used for plaque compo-

sition characterization due to the limitation of 1 single sequence

to distinguish all plaque components.30-33 Our results showed

that the fibrous cap yielded higher signal intensities than the lipid

core on T2-weighted, PD, and STIR sequences, and calcification

showed the lowest signal intensity on T2-weighted, PD, and

T1-weighted sequences; these findings are similar to previous

observations in carotid imaging.30,31 The best contrast and im-

age quality were observed on T2-weighted imaging; thus, the

segmentation of the fibrous cap and lipid core was performed

on T2-weighted images. Lipid core and fibrous cap were diffi-

cult to distinguish on T1-weighted images; this finding agrees

with those in previous carotid studies.31,33 Although the T1

values of the lipid core and fibrous cap might be different,17 the

clinical T1-weighted FSE sequence is known to have reduced

T1 contrast because of the long echo train.

Intracranial atherosclerosis is increasingly recognized as an

important cause of stroke worldwide. As with carotid atheroscle-

rosis, there is increasing recognition that

aggressive (dual) antiplatelet therapy

may be warranted and may mitigate the

risk of major events such as stroke.

However, aggressive medical manage-

ment is not without risk; therefore,

aggressive medical management for

intracranial atherosclerosis should be

targeted to the patient population in

whom the benefit exceeds the risks (eg,

bleeding) associated with antiplatelet

therapy. Imaging of intracranial athero-

sclerosis may serve a role in stratifying

patients into groups with differing levels

of risk based on the nature and extent of

atherosclerotic plaque.34

There are some limitations to this

study. First, the properties of postmor-

tem intracranial arteries might be differ-

ent from those in arteries in vivo because

of changes in the chemical nature and

structure of the arterial wall and plaque

components related to processing such

as dehydration and protein degradation,

which could potentially affect the accu-

racy of results.24 Second, the sample size

was small (n � 20). Specifically, only 57

sections could be used for quantitative

assessment, and only 10 sections con-

tained calcification, which may bias the

results. Third, MR image thickness (1

mm) and histologic section thickness (5

�m) did not match, especially for com-

plex plaques in which plaque compo-

nents may vary over a short distance.

Fourth, the various inflammatory com-

ponents of intracranial atherosclerotic

FIG 2. Vertebral artery plaque with fibrous tissue and calcification was identified on multicon-
trast MR imaging and matched histology (20� magnification). Contours have been drawn for
lumen (red), outer vessel wall (green), and calcification (black) on T2-weighted imaging and a
hematoxylin-eosin-stained section. The lumen, total vessel, and calcification areas were 4.99,
12.97, and 0.53 mm2 on MR imaging and 4.86, 9.02, and 0.24 mm2 on histology. The vessel wall areas
calculated by total vessel area minus lumen area were 7.98 and 4.16 mm2. The fibrous component
area calculated by vessel wall area minus the calcification area was 7.45 and 3.93 mm2. The
percentages of components (Specific Component Area / Vessel Wall Area � 100%) were 6.64%
versus 5.73% for calcification and 93.36% versus 94.27% for fibrous tissue. Plaque burden (Vessel
Wall Area / Total Vessel Area � 100%) was 61.52% versus 46.09%.

Table 2: Comparison of the percentages of areas and thicknesses and overall plaque burden between MRI and histologya

MRI Histology P r ICC (95% CI)
Fibrous component area (%) 81.86 � 10.59 81.87 � 11.59 .997 0.901 0.898 (0.832–0.938)
Lipid core area (%) 19.51 � 10.76 19.86 � 11.56 .660 0.888 0.885 (0.804–0.934)
Calcification area (%) 9.68 � 5.21 8.83 � 5.67 .030 0.933 0.930 (0.745–0.982)
Fibrous cap thickness (%) 31.10 � 11.28 30.83 � 8.51 .890 0.438 0.421 (0.155–0.630)
Plaque burden area (%) 65.18 � 9.01 52.71 � 14.58 �.001 0.862 0.771 (0.640–0.858)

Note:—r indicates the Pearson correlation coefficient.
a Results are expressed as mean � SD with P values derived from a linear mixed-effects model.
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plaque were not included in the analysis. Future in vivo studies

could evaluate the inflammatory components by including con-

trast-enhanced 3D T1 black-blood imaging.35 Fifth, sequences

with lower resolution as typically used in clinical MR imaging

were not evaluated in this study, and future investigation is

needed. Also, in this study, no intraplaque hemorrhage was found

as previously discussed. Another limitation related to the ex vivo

nature of this study is the effect of specimen processing and temper-

ature on plaque size and signal properties. Prior work with carotid

atherosclerotic plaque observed small but significant increases in

plaque size (4%–7%) and T2 (8 ms) in imaging samples at room

temperature compared with body temperature.24 While many recent

ex vivo imaging studies were performed at room temperature,15-17,36

scanning specimens at room temperature may result in small in-

creases in plaque volume and can nominally prolong the T2 of plaque

tissue. These potential small errors in measurement would be ex-

pected to occur equally across specimens.

CONCLUSIONS
In the evaluation of intracranial atherosclerosis on ex vivo speci-

mens, 3T high-resolution multicontrast MR imaging can accu-

rately identify different plaque components and quantitatively

measure the relative volumes of those components, providing a

direct reference for in vivo intracranial plaque imaging.
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